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D
“They worked great with our team.”

PROJECT SUMMARY

cleverti developed a custom product MVP for an

IT consulting company. The client required a

custom tool, and cleverti provided two

development resources that supported the

client using OutSystems.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

cleverti understood the

client’s requirements and

helped them develop a

functional their product’s first

release. cleverti worked great

with the client’s team and

suggested good ideas.

cleverti was responsive

through email and video

calls. They met deadlines

and used Jira for project

management.
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The Client

Introduce your business and what you do there.

I’m a director at an IT consulting company. My work is finding

ways to automate and improve the efficiency of various

processes. 

The Challenge

What challenge were you trying to address with
cleverti?

We needed to develop Risk Sistemicity Questionnaire (RSQ)

tool to support annual processes that procure international

freight management services.

E Director, IT
Consulting Company

G IT Services

F Stockholm, Sweden

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 4.5

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

What was the scope of their involvement?

cleverti developed custom software for our in-house system

using a low-code platform called OutSystems. Initially, we

provided cleverti with use cases through Jira, and they provided

us with software developers that worked with our internal

development team to create our product’s MVP. 

What is the team composition?

I worked with Tomás (Head of Nearshore Sales & Business

Development) and two developers, one was senior level.

What is the status of this engagement?

We worked together from November 2022–March 2023.

The Outcome

What evidence can you share that demonstrates the
impact of the engagement? 

cleverti understood our requirements and helped us develop our

product’s first release — they worked great with our team.

How did cleverti perform from a project
management standpoint?

cleverti met deadlines and was responsive through email and

video calls. We used Jira for project management and to keep

track of the project. 

What did you find most impressive about them?

I was most impressed with cleverti’s proposals. They came up

with good ideas and suggestions. 
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Are there any areas they could improve?

I can’t think of anything for cleverti to improve. I didn’t work

directly with cleverti’s developers, and my team didn´t give me

negative feedback.  

Do you have any advice for potential customers?

Have clear requirements and specifications when you start

working with cleverti. Work with cleverti’s team to find the right

development resources for your project and build a good rapport

with the team cleverti assigns. This way, they will understand

your requirements and help you in the best possible way.

sales@cleverti.com

+351 214 124600 

www.cleverti.com
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